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Abstract. Determining the stellar rotation of one of the components in eclipsing binaries (EB) is a challenge, and at first, this is due
to the difficulty of analyzing the rotation signal in comparison to the signal of the binary transits in the same light curve. There are
many methods to normalize and correct the long-term trend of the light curve so that we can analyze the signal of the transits, but
this correction often erases the signal of the rotation of the star and any other weaker ones (e.g planets ). In this work, we present the
DiffeRencial flUx Method of cuTting Off biNariES (DRUM TONES or DT) to identify and adjust the signal of the binary transits to
the trend of the signal of the light curve without eliminating the rotation or possible planets in the signal. We present our technique
with applications in the eclipsing binaries of the Kepler and CoRoT mission. Our method shows good agreement in the determination
of rotation periods and the binary period for several EBs already published and others not yet published.
Resumo. Em binárias eclipsantes (EB), determinar a rotação estelar de uma das componentes ainda é um desafio, e em uma primeira
instância, isso se dá pela dificuldade de analisar o sinal da rotação em comparação com o sinal dos trânsitos da binária na mesma
curva de luz. Muitos métodos existem para normalizar e fazer a correção de longa cadência da curva para que possamos analisar
o sinal dos trânsitos, porém, essa correção, por muitas vezes, apagando o sinal da rotação da estrela e quaisquer outros sináis mais
fracos (por exemplo de planetas). Neste trabalho, apresentamos o método DRUM TONES (do inglês: DiffeRencial flUx Method of
cuTting Off biNariES) para identificar e ajustar o sinal dos trânsitos das binárias à tendência do sinal da curva de luz sem eliminar a
rotação ou possíveis planetas do sinal. Neste trabalho apresentamos nossa técnica com aplicações nas binárias eclipsantes da missão
Kepler e CoRoT. Nosso método mostra boa concordância na determinação dos períodos de rotação e período da binária para várias
EBs já publicadas e outras ainda não publicadas.
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1. Introduction
The study of binaries systems has impact in many fields of astronomy, and as described by Duchêne & Kraus (2013), at least
half of star systems are binaries. A number of studies involving
eclipsing binaries (EB) have focused on tidal circularization (e.g,
Koch & Hrivnak (1981); Duquennoy & Mayor (1991); Meibom
& Mathieu (2005); van Eylen et al. (2016)), and deal with the
relations between the rotation period and orbital period. Most
of the studies involving photometric observations of EB have a
relative directly measure of the system’s orbital period, and also
characterize the relative radius and luminosity ratios of the pair
of stars. While measurement of the orbital period of EB is relatively easy, the determination of the rotation period of one of
the stars, both or rates is most times cumbersome. This is due
to the difficult to distinguish the signals of the transit and trends
of the light curve from the signal of spots modulation of one of
the stars. The analysis spot modulation present on the light curve
can retrieve us the rotation period of the star (Basri et al. 2011;
Meibom et al. 2011; do Nascimento et al. 2014). We need be
more careful when the binaries are in a closed system were the
reflection effect is presented in the light curve. The majority of
the pipelines created to deal with the removal of the transit signal
relies on the modelization of the binary via Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) (Dey et al. 2015; Prša et al. 2016) to deal with
all the possibilities of eccentricity, inclination, luminosity ratio
and other physical parameters that’s influence the overall aspect
of the light curve, but as the modelization deals with all the light
curve signal, the spot modulation is, most times, suppress within
the removal of the transit. Thus, as most codes want to characterize the physical parameters of the binary system, it is necessary
a different approach to deal with the spot modulation separately
from the binary modelization. The differential method consists

of identifying variations greater than a certain cutoff limit in the
time derivative of the complete light curve (LC). By making the
LC differential, we will then have a new time series that represents the variation of the curve. This method makes it possible to
separate the signal from the transits of the rest of the curve, and
to make a separate analysis of both the rotation and the transit
signal.

2. The CoRoT and Kepler data
The spacecraft Kepler was launched in 2009 and yielded a
catalog of eclipsing binary containing 2878 systems identified
mostly by the Transit Planet Search (TPS) algorithm (Prša
et al. 2011). These EBs systems were classified into five
groups: detached, semi-detached, over-contact, ellipsoidal and
uncertain. The catalog provides an orbital period, time of the
eclipse, the classification, the galactic longitude and latitude,
Kepler magnitude, effective temperature, long or short cadence
data, and the related light curves. The principal problems with
trends and discontinuity of the light curve were corrected with
the PDC pipeline, but still, some bad features were left in the
public version of the light curve. Theses unwanted features have
to be removed before any analysis or tentative to remove the
eclipse signal.
The CoRoT spacecraft was launched in December 2006 and
stored the light curves in 3 bands: red (R), green (G) and blue
(B) obtained through the insertion of a low-resolution prism in
the light path focus of the telescope. But, these bands don’t correspond to the photometric filters and are different for each star
(Baudin et al. 2006). When dealing with the CoRoT light curves,
we need to specify which color to use or use the total sum of all
colors, the white band (W). For each color or the sum, a flag cor41
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Figure 1. Black points: the raw light curve of CoRoT 102681270 extracted from idoc-corot.ias.u-psud.fr. Shaded blue line: Time
series originated from the DRUM TONES routine representing the variation differential of the raw light curve. Subplot: Zoom in
the region from 10 to 30 days, showing the problems with discontinuity of the raw light curve.
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responding the quality of the measurement is presented. As the 3
bands are different, we end up with a light curve with a bunch of
problems as presented in the subplot of figure 1. This example
shows that, even with the removal of the flagged points, the light
curve still presents problems and is still problematic to analyze.
The Kepler light curves don’t show so many systematic problems as the CoRoT light curves but show discontinuities on the
photometric data due to the times between the quarters. Thus,
each quarter must be treated separately and then appended to
create the final composition of the light curve.
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3. Typical eclipsing binarie Light Curves
0.00

The typical eclipsing binary we are interested in is the low cadence (LC) detached EB. That kind of system gives a typical
light curve with some standard features as shown in black points
in figure 1 (light curve).
Normally, to identify the binary, one needs to run the complete modelization of the system and then extract the modelized
curve from the original one. But in most cases, that proceeding
ends up erasing any week signal that may be originated from the
rotation (spot modulation). Thus, correctly identify the transit
signal positions and differ that from the remaining signal (rotation) is fundamental to the determination of the rotation period.

4. The DRUM TONES algorithm
The DRUM TONES algorithm was developed with the task to
identify where in time the transits (if any) begins and ends in
any given LC light curve. The DT identify where in the complete
time series (light curve) happens the greatest variations. By doing the differential of the light curve, we obtain a new time series
that represents the variation of the curve. On the other hand, we
also compute the variation of each flux point in respect with the
latter point and the next point and generate the variation spectra
as shown in figure 2. If we are dealing with the light curve of
a low cadence EB, the greatest variations on the variation time
series will be exactly on the beginning and end of each eclipse as
shown in the subplot of figure 1. We see that the spikes in blue
mach exactly with the position of the eclipses . That identifies
the beginning, the middle and the ending of the eclipses because
of the variation time series the eclipse will be characterized as
the region that contains two big spikes with no variation in the
middle. Besides that, we also have the differential time series to
42
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Figure 2. The variation spectra generated by the DRUM TONES
routine representing the variation differential of the raw light
curve. The blue dashed line is the condition1 of the input parameters, that represents the minimal value to consider out of
the threshold.

show, in the inflection points, the direction of growth of the function, which gives us the beginning and end of the eclipse mathematically. As this process identifies all points out of a smooth
tendency of the time series, we can also apply a threshold to all
the light curve instead of a sigma clipping.
By applying the threshold to all the light curve, we eliminate all transits signals, but we’re left out with discontinuities
all over the light curve where all the transit signals should be.
These "holes" generate false positives while searching for the
true period by Lomb-Scargle as showed by Vio et al. (2013);
VanderPlas (2018). So we need to fill these discontinuities with
the points from the transit by fitting a tendency curve to the data
without these signals and bringing back those points to the tendency, and then we have a full residual time series that, after
some tendency adjustments, represent the spot modulation of
the EB, as show in figure 3. Now we have the model the spot
modulation (Model) time series without the transit signals and
other discrepant points. By subtracting the Model from the original light curve, we get a new curve that contains all original
signals but the spot modulation. By analyzing the signal without
the transit signals, we get the rotation (Basri et al. 2011). The
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DT algorithm is available on the Zenodo Repository1 and it is
out of package ready if the user has installed the Python 3.x and
the two basic libraries matplotlib and numpy.
4.1. General functions
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Here, we describe the input parameters of the algorithm that can
be found inside the DTaux.py file. The DT algorithm needs to be
feed with some custom parameters because it is not fully automatic code. In order to use it, you need to input: ID, time,flux,
err, pl, splitfactor, condition1,cadence,condition2. ID is the name
of the target that must be in the same folder as the code; time,
flux and err are the x, y and y errors of your light curve file; pl
is the degree of the polynomial to be fitted to the spot modulation residual; splitfactor is the number of sectors to split the light
curve to be processed individually; condition1 is the max variation possible at the variation space to be accounted as out of the
threshold; cadence is the change on the cadence if you want to,
1 means no change, 2 means that the light curve will have now
half of the number of points than before; condition2 is the limit
on the time space between discontinuities on the time series, (e.g
the minimum time to consider a change of quarter) normally is
greater than the original cadence. By adjusting the conditions,
splitfactor and the pl, you can fit correctly the portion of the light
curve that corresponds to the spot modulation.
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Figure 3. Residuals of the subtraction of the eclipses, representing the spot modulation of the EB.

4.2. Summary and conclusion
The DT algorithm was applied to various light curve from the
CoRoT and Kepler missions to double-check if the rotation periods find agreed with the correct one find in the bibliography. Our
code is easy to install and use in any computer with Python3.x
installed and don’t need any libraries besides the common ones
found in bundle installations (e.g Anaconda). It is a new method
to remove the transit signal of binaries in low cadence observations without detrending the entire light curve.
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